For companies facing the growing challenges surrounding rising costs and complications of electronic document supervision and storage, compliance, and electronic discovery, MessageSolution presents Enterprise Email Archive (EEA), a secure, easy-to-use, cost-effective, and high-performance email archiving solution.

Enterprise Email Archive dramatically reduces the cost and complexity of email storage, archiving, and recovery. Administrators can easily search through massive quantities of emails and immediately access information using MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archive.

### Benefits:

**Reduce 75% Storage Requirement for Archive Server**

Completely automated file compression, single instance storage (SIS), offloading data to cost-effective secondary storage devices (HSM) and integration of spam filter. Unlimited storage for SaaS customers.

**Reduce Exchange/Domino/GroupWise Server Storage up to 85-90%**

High performance automated stubbing & transparent retrieving of attachments & email contents.

**Eliminate Desktop Archive Files**

PST, NSF, and GroupWise local archive files tend to grow very large and are difficult to backup and search. EEA centralizes existing local archive files with a migration tool.

**Deliver the Most Secure System**

Active archiving eliminates the possibility of accidental data deletion. Archived emails are protected from unauthorized access and also backed up and available for retrieval in case of emergency situations.

**Increase Productivity**

Archiving historical messages increases email server overall performance, scalability and reliability. With mailbox quotas no longer required and corporate policy automatically leveraged across the enterprise, the time consuming task of managing inboxes and network storage is eliminated, allowing staff to focus on the business at hand.
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**MessageSolution EEA Provides:**

- Easy, fast and secure access to archived messages directly from Outlook and Lotus Notes clients, OWA & DWA, web browser, offline archiving, and BlackBerry mobile devices, folder-based retention policy
- Single instance storage of emails and attachments integrated with all servers & clustering
- Full text keyword and key phrase searching
- Fast, accurate search and user-friendly web-based administrative interfaces
- Compatibility with multiple operating systems, including Windows, Linux & Solaris platforms
- Hierarchical storage optimization
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**Email Archiving Support for:**

- Microsoft Exchange 5.5, 2000 - 2010
- IBM Domino 6.5 & onwards
- Novell GroupWise 7.x & onwards
- Unix-based servers including, Scalix, PostFix, PostPath, Sendmail, Kerio, Qmail, Imail, Sun Server etc
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**MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archive**

The Complete On-Premise and Cloud-Based Archiving Solution
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**Customer Driven Trusted Partner**

---

**www.MessageSolution.com**

Email, File Systems, SharePoint/Quickr Archiving
MessageSolution’s Enterprise Email Archive Product Family
In addition to archiving the contents of emails, attachments and files, Enterprise Email Archive captures, indexes and archives all compliance-related metadata. The archiving process is completely transparent to end-users and requires no additional software or database purchases. EEA is simple to use and deploys quickly, with no need for on-site installation or maintenance. EEA comes in comprehensive Suite or cost-efficient Express editions. For more information, visit www.messagesolution.com/email_archiving.htm.

MessageSolution Works for You
Enterprise Email Archive helps businesses organize, store, and search their corporate intelligence quickly and securely, even across multiple geographic locations. EEA adapts to any messaging environment and offers full support for all popular compliant storage media platforms, from direct attached disks to EMC Centera. MessageSolution products also support Unicode for searching in any language, including Latin-based and character-based languages.

No matter your current or future platform, EEA’s flexible architecture fits into your current network IT infrastructure and is able to adapt throughout the information lifecycle.

Giving Customers Control and Support
The policy-based archive allows archive administrators to easily set up retention parameters and user access rights to meet each organization’s unique archiving objectives.

The archive interface is so intuitive that staff can search for and immediately retrieve or restore their messages without IT assistance. In case of unexpected problems, MessageSolution offers customers technical support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, via email or telephone.

System Requirements:
Pentium IV 2.0GHz (Minimum)
Processor equivalent to your email server (recommended)
2 - 4GB RAM
40GB hard disk (additional disk space or disk array, NAS, SAN for storage)
Internet Explorer 6, Firefox (User)
1 Network Interface card
The machine can access DNS service
Linux 2.6, Windows 2000 or 2003, 2008, Solaris

About MessageSolution, Inc.
MessageSolution delivers the technology and infrastructure for total compliance. As the leader in compliance technology and data storage management, MessageSolution applies specialized expertise and advanced technology to create products that help clients meet their critical storage, archiving, compliance, and data retrieval needs.